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A new Heterogeneous Multiscale Method for
time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations based on
divergence-regularization∗
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Abstract. In this paper, we suggest a new heterogeneous multiscale method (HMM) for
the time-harmonic Maxwell equations in locally periodic media. The method is constructed by
using a divergence-regularization in one of the cell problems. This allows us to introduce fine-
scale correctors that are not subject to a cumbersome divergence-free constraint and which can
hence easily be implemented. To analyze the method, we first revisit classical homogenization
theory for time-harmonic Maxwell equations and derive a new homogenization result that
makes use of the divergence-regularization in the two-scale homogenized equation. We then
show that the HMM is equivalent to a discretization of this equation. In particular, writing
both problems in a fully coupled two-scale formulation is the crucial starting point for a
corresponding numerical analysis of the method. With this approach we are able to prove
rigorous a priori error estimates in the H(curl)- and the H−1-norm and we derive reliable and
efficient localized residual-based a posteriori error estimates.
Key words. multiscale method, finite elements, homogenization, two-scale convergence,
Maxwell’s equations
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1 Introduction
The behavior and propagation of electromagnetic fields is studied in many phys-
ical applications, for instance in the large area of wave optics. Periodic and
locally periodic materials are considered with growing interest, for example in
the application of photonic crystals (see [26] for an introduction), as they can
show unusual behavior, such as photonic band gaps and even negative refraction
(see e.g. [15, 28, 31, 36]). However, a thorough mathematical understanding of
these phenomena is still lacking. Therefore, one major goal is to develop effi-
cient numerical schemes to simulate wave propagation in periodic materials and
to rigorously analyze the new algorithms and the errors they introduce.
Maxwell’s equations in a linear conductive medium, subject to Ohm’s law,
are given by
curl Eˆ(x, t) + µ(x)∂tHˆ(x, t) = 0, div(µ(x)Hˆ(x, t)) = 0,
curl Hˆ(x, t)− ε(x)∂tEˆ(x, t)− σ(x)Eˆ(x, t) = jˆ(x, t), div(ε(x)Eˆ(x, t)) = ρˆ(x, t).
∗This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) in the project
”Wellenausbreitung in periodischen Strukturen und Mechanismen negativer Brechung”
†Institut fu¨r Numerische und Angewandte Mathematik, Westfa¨lische Wilhelms-Universita¨t
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Here, the electric field Eˆ and the magnetic field Hˆ are the unknowns, the current
density jˆ and the charge density ρˆ are the sources, and the permittivity ε, the
permeability µ, and the conductivity σ are material parameters. The time-
harmonic Maxwell equations can be obtained by assuming periodicity in time,
i.e. for ψ = E,H, j, ρ we can make the ansatz ψˆ(x, t) = Re(ψ(x)eiωt) with a
complex-valued function ψ and a temporal frequency ω 6= 0. Inserting this
ansatz in the original equations yields the time-harmonic system
curl(µ−1 curlE) + (iωσ − ω2ε)E = −iωj, (1.1)
H = iω−1µ−1 curlE. (1.2)
In this paper, we will focus on the curl-curl-problem (1.1) on a bounded
domain and with locally periodic coefficients. More precisely, let Ω ⊂ R3 be a
bounded domain with outer normal n on ∂Ω and we seek Eδ : Ω→ C3 with
curl(µ−1δ curlEδ)− κδEδ = f in Ω, (1.3)
Eδ × n = 0 on ∂Ω. (1.4)
We will assume that the real-valued parameter µ−1δ and the complex-valued
parameter κδ are locally periodic with periodicity length δ, where δ is very
small compared to Ω. The boundary condition (1.4) models the case where Ω
is surrounded by a so called perfect electric conductor. We refer to [29, 32], or
[42] for a detailed motivation and further applications.
Since a numerical treatment of (1.3)–(1.4) requires discretizations with mesh
sizes h < δ ≪ 1, corresponding computations can easily exceed today’s available
computer resources if tackled with a standard approach. In order to make the
problem numerically solvable, so called multiscale methods can be applied. One
class of multiscale methods that has been proved to be very efficient for scale-
separated problems with local periodicity (or mild heterogeneities) is the family
of Heterogeneous Multiscale Methods (HMM) introduced by E and Engquist
[16, 17]. HMM approaches exploit structural invariants in the coefficients to
solve local sample problems that allow to extract representative features and to
approximate the δ-dependent multiscale solution with a computational complex-
ity that is however independent of δ. With this strategy the problem becomes
solvable even for arbitrarily small values of δ. First analytical results concern-
ing the approximation properties of the HMM for elliptic problems have been
derived in [1, 14, 22, 30]. In this contribution we formulate and analyze a new
HMM for solving the curl-curl-problem (1.3)–(1.4).
Concerning wave propagation in general, the HMM and related multiscale
methods for wave equations have been studied by Abdulle et.al. [2, 3] and En-
gquist, Runborg et.al. [6, 18, 19, 20]. An HMM for the Helmholtz equation
has been suggested in [10]. Furthermore, some methods based on asymptotic
expansions have been suggested for Maxwell’s equations, see e.g. [9, 43].
The new contribution of this article is the first formulation of a Hetero-
geneous Multiscale Method for the time-harmonic Maxwell equations and its
comprehensive numerical analysis in terms of a priori and a posteriori error es-
timates. The error analysis can serve as a starting point for a locally adaptive
version of the described HMM and the scheme itself might be applicable to other
related problems after slight modifications.
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The idea of the HMM is to adapt the (analytical) homogenization procedure
to the numerical scheme. Therefore, we will first have a look at the homogeniza-
tion of the time-harmonic Maxwell equations. Combining results by Wellander
et.al. [37, 40, 41] and Visintin [39], we derive a new two-scale equation for
time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations. One essential step in the homogenization
procedure is a divergence-regularization in order to incorporate a divergence-free
constraint imposed on the corrector of the curl into the equation. This regular-
ization also is an essential ingredient in the formulation of the new HMM. We
will then adopt the view of the HMM as a direct discretization of the derived
two-scale equation. This reformulation builds the crucial ingredient for an a pos-
teriori analysis. It has been first developed in [30] and has then been adopted to
other problems, as perforated domains [24] or advection-diffusion problems [25],
for instance. There have been several contributions on the numerical analysis for
time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations (see the excellent book [29] for an overview,
[42] for higher order finite elements, and [35, 8] for a posteriori analysis). In the
analysis of our HMM we need to combine these two approaches in a new way.
Thereby we are able to obtain optimal error estimates.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we formulate the multi-
scale curl-curl-problem and give some properties of the solution. The problem
is homogenized with the tool of two-scale convergence in Section 3. The homog-
enized formulation is the motivation and starting point for the formulation of
the HMM in Section 4. Error estimates for this method are given in Section 5.
All essential proofs are detailed in Section 6.
2 Problem setting
For the remainder of this article, let Ω ⊂ R3 be a bounded, simply connected
domain with connected piecewise polygonal Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω and outer
unit normal n. Throughout this paper, we use standard notation: By W l,p(Ω)
we denote the space of functions on Ω with weak derivatives up to order l
belonging to Lp(Ω) and we write H l(Ω) :=W l,2(Ω) for the scalar and Hl(Ω) :=
[H l(Ω)]3 for the vector-valued case. Vector-valued functions are indicated by
boldface letters and unless otherwise stated, all functions are complex-valued.
The dot will denote a normal (real) scalar product, for a complex scalar product
we will explicitly conjugate the second component by using u∗ as the conjugate
complex of u. For any domain ω ⊂ R3, we introduce the spaces
H(curl, ω) := {u ∈ L2(ω;C3)| curlu ∈ L2(ω;C3)} and
H(div, ω) := {u ∈ L2(ω;C3)| divu ∈ L2(ω;C)}.
For ω = Ω we write H(curl) := H(curl,Ω) and H(div) := H(div,Ω). These
spaces are complex Hilbert spaces if endowed with the scalar products
(u,v)H(curl) :=
∫
Ω
curlu · curlv∗ + u · v∗ dx,
(u,v)H(div) :=
∫
Ω
divu div v∗ + u · v∗ dx.
With the help of a trace theorem (see [29]), zero boundary values for functions
in H(curl) can be defined as
H0(curl) := {v ∈ H(curl)|v × n = 0}.
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For higher regularity, we define for s ∈ N0 the space
Hs(curl) := {u ∈ H(curl) | u ∈ Hs(Ω), curlu ∈ Hs(Ω)}.
Observe that H0(curl) = H(curl). Let ei denote the i’th unit vector in R
3 (i.e.
(ei)j = δij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3). For the rest of the paper we write Y := [−
1
2 ,
1
2 )
3 to
denote the 3-dimensional unit cube and we say that a function v ∈ L2
loc
(R3) is
Y -periodic if it fulfills v(y) = v(y+ei) for all i = 1, 2, 3 and almost every y ∈ R3.
With that we denote L2♯ (Y ) := {v ∈ L
2
loc
(R3)| v is Y -periodic}. Analogously we
indicate periodic function spaces by the subscript ♯. For example, H1♯ (Y ) is the
space of periodic H1
loc
(R3)-functions and we furthermore define for s ∈ N
Hs♯,0(Y ) :=
{
φ ∈ Hs♯ (Y )
∣∣ ∫
Y
φ(y) dy = 0
}
.
By Lp(Ω;X) we denote Bochner-Lebesgue spaces over the Banach space X and
we use the short notation f(x, y) := f(x)(y) for f ∈ Lp(Ω;X).
Using the above notation we make the following assumptions on the coeffi-
cients.
Assumption 2.1. The (scalar) coefficient µ−1 ∈ C0(Ω;L∞♯ (Y )) is real-valued
and κ ∈ C0(Ω;L∞♯ (Y ;C)) is complex-valued. Let ψ denote Re(κ), − Im(κ) or
µ−1. Then there exist c0, c1 ∈ R such that 0 < c0 ≤ ψ(x, y) ≤ c1 for a.e. x and
y, such that ψ(·, ·δ ) is measurable for all δ > 0 and
lim
δ→0
∫
Ω
ψ
(
x,
x
δ
)2
dx =
∫
Ω
∫
Y
ψ(x, y)2 dydx. (2.1)
Definition 2.2 (Weak solution). Define κδ(x) := κ(x,
x
δ ), µ
−1
δ (x) := µ
−1(x, xδ )
and let Assumption 2.1 be fulfilled. Let f ∈ H(div) with div f = 0. We call
Eδ ∈ H0(curl) a weak solution if, for all ψ ∈ H0(curl), it fulfills∫
Ω
µ−1δ (x) curlEδ(x) · curlψ
∗(x)− κδEδ(x) ·ψ
∗(x) dx =
∫
Ω
f(x) · ψ∗(x) dx.
(2.2)
For fixed δ, there is a unique solution to (2.2), which can be seen using
the Lax-Milgram-Babusˇka theorem, [7]: Clearly, the right-hand side is a mem-
ber of the dual space and the left-hand side gives a continuous sesquilinear
form. Since Imκ is bounded away from zero, we also get the coercivity estimate
|Bδ(u,u)| ≥ C‖u‖2H(curl) with a δ-independent constant. See [42] for the case of
constant coefficients and [21] for the general computation. Hence, we also have
the uniform estimate ‖Eδ‖H(curl) ≤ C‖f‖L2 with C = C(c0, c1,Ω).
In general, solutions to curl-curl-problems do not admit more than H1/2-
regularity and may have singularities near re-entrant corners of the domain, see
[12]. However, if Ω is convex and if µ−1, κ ∈ W 1,∞(Ω× Y ), i.e. the coefficients
are globally Lipschitz, the weak solution to (2.2) fulfills Eδ ∈ H1(curl), see [32].
3 Homogenization
As the periodicity length δ is assumed to be very small in comparison to Ω, one
can reduce the complexity of the problem by considering the limit δ → 0. This
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process is called homogenization and can be performed with the tool of two-scale
convergence [4]. Since the two-scale equation and the homogenized equation are
the starting point for the construction and analysis of the numerical multiscale
method later on, we present the essential steps in this section.
3.1 Two-scale convergence
Two-scale convergence is defined as (cf. [4, 27]):
Definition 3.1 (Two-scale convergence). A sequence (uδ)δ>0 ⊂ L2(Ω) two-
scale converges to a function u0 ∈ L2(Ω× Y ) (short form: uδ
2
⇀ u0) if it fulfills
lim
δ→0
∫
Ω
uδ(x)ψ
(
x,
x
δ
)
dx =
∫
Ω
∫
Y
u0(x, y)ψ(x, y) dydx ∀ψ ∈ L
2(Ω;C0♯ (Y )).
For more information on two-scale convergence, for example the definition
of strong two-scale convergence, and compactness in L2 and H1, we refer the
reader to [4, 27], and the lecture script [23].
For time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations we need a two-scale convergence
result for bounded sequences inH(curl). AsH(curl) is not compactly embedded
in L2 (in contrast to H1), the two-scale limit in L2 will not coincide with the
weak limit thus making additional considerations necessary (cf. [39, p. 135]).
We present two possible approaches, which we will combine in our analysis later
on. With the help of the L2 compactness theorem and integration by parts, the
following characterization of two-scale limits can be derived (see [37, 40, 41]):
Proposition 3.2. Let (uδ)δ>0 ⊂ H(curl) be a bounded sequence. Then there
exists a subsequence and functions u0 ∈ L2(Ω × Y ), u˜1 ∈ L2(Ω;H♯(curl, Y ))
and φ ∈ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) such that
1. uδ
2
⇀ u0 with u0(x) = u(x)+∇yφ(x, y) and u =
∫
Y
u0(·, y) dy ∈ H(curl),
2. curluδ
2
⇀ curlx u0 + curly u˜1 and curluδ⇀ curlu in L
2(Ω;C3).
Using a technique called periodic unfolding, one can obtain a characteriza-
tion for the curl which resembles the one in the H1 compactness theorem (see
[39]):
Proposition 3.3. Let (uδ)δ>0 ⊂ H(curl) be a bounded sequence such that uδ
2
⇀
u0 in L
2(Ω×Y ). Then there exists a subsequence and u1 ∈ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) with
divy u1 = 0 a.e. in Ω× Y such that
curluδ
2
⇀ curlu+ curly u1 with u :=
∫
Y
u0(·, y) dy.
Furthermore, it holds u0 ∈ L2(Ω;H♯(curl, Y )) and we have for the whole se-
quence δ curluδ
2
⇀ curly u0 = 0.
We will combine this theorem with the first point of Theorem 3.2. Note
that the condition divy u1 = 0 can be seen as a kind of gauging condition. It
will be important for the homogenization of our curl-curl-problem, namely this
condition will lead to the uniqueness of the two-scale solution.
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3.2 Homogenization for time-harmonic Maxwell’s equa-
tions
In this section we present new homogenization results for the time-harmonic
Maxwell equations in a two-scale formulation, a formulation with cell problems
and macroscopic equations, and a corrector result. We emphasize that although
Maxwell’s equations and curl-curl-problems have been homogenized in the liter-
ature ([5, 40, 41] only to name a few), the focus has always been on macroscopic
(homogenized) problems as (3.7), but not on two-scale limit equations.
Theorem 3.4 (Two-scale equation). Under the same assumptions as in Def-
inition 2.2, let Eδ ∈ H0(curl) be a solution of (2.2). Then there exists a so-
lution triple (E,K1,K2) of functions E ∈ H0(curl), K1 ∈ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) with
divyK1 = 0 a.e., and K2 ∈ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) such that
Eδ⇀E in H0(curl), Eδ
2
⇀ E+∇yK2, curlEδ
2
⇀ curlE+ curlyK1.
Considered in H0(curl)×L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))×L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )), the triple (E,K1,K2)
is the unique solution of∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1(x, y)(curlE(x) + curlyK1(x, y)) · (curlψ
∗(x) + curly ψ
∗
1(x, y))
+ divyK1(x, y) divy ψ
∗
1(x, y)
− κ(x, y)(E(x) +∇yK2(x, y)) · (ψ
∗(x) +∇yψ
∗
2(x, y)) dydx
=
∫
Ω
f(x) ·ψ∗(x) dx
∀ψ ∈ H0(curl),ψ1 ∈ L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )), ψ2 ∈ L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )).
(3.1)
The proof is postponed to Section 6, but let us name the three important
steps it consists of. First, using the two-scale convergence results mentioned
above and inserting a special test function, we obtain a two-scale equation sim-
ilar to (3.1), but with divergence-free constraint. Second, we incorporate the
divergence-free constraint into the equation (see also the remarks below). Third,
the uniqueness of the two-scale solution is shown, which gives the convergence
for the whole sequence of solutions Eδ.
Remark 3.5 (Divergence-regularization). In order to determine K1 in the two-
scale equation, one has to find u ∈ H(curl, Y ) ∩H(div, Y ) with divu = 0 a.e.
in Y and such that for all ψ ∈ H(curl, Y )∫
Y
µ−1 curlu · curlψ∗ dy = 0, (3.2)
and with appropriate boundary conditions, here periodic ones (for K1, there is
also a right-hand side, which we do not consider for simplicity). The divergence-
free constraint divu = 0 is necessary to guarantee the uniqueness of a solution,
as otherwise the solution is only determined up to a gradient term. However, the
divergence-free constraint causes some problems in the implementation of corre-
sponding numerical methods, as e.g. divergence-free finite elements are difficult
to find or to implement.
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With divergence-regularization, we now look for u ∈ H1(Y ) such that∫
Y
µ−1 curlu · curlψ∗ + divu divψ∗ dy = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H1(Y ). (3.3)
Clearly, any divergence-free solution to (3.2) will also solve (3.3). On the other
hand, we can insert a test function ψ = ∇φ for φ ∈ H2(Y ) and obtain∫
Y
divu△φ∗ dy = 0.
If the domain is convex, there is φ ∈ H2(Y ) with △φ = divu due to elliptic
regularity theory, since divu ∈ L2(Y ). Hence, divu = 0 almost everywhere.
The convexity of the domain is an essential assumption in the divergence-
regularization, so that the method cannot be applied on arbitrary domains. We
emphasize that divergence-regularization is only needed in the corrector here and
the corresponding problems are always posed on the unit cube Y or at most on a
parallelepiped. Thus, convexity is guaranteed and does not impose any additional
constraint.
There are other possibilities to deal with a divergence-free constraint. The
introduction of Lagrange multipliers (see [12]) leads to a mixed problem, which
increases the computational costs and complicates the error analysis. The s-
regularization suggested in [13] makes the reformulation of the HMM later on
(Proposition 4.3) impossible, since different orders of derivatives appear. Thus,
we choose divergence-regularization as it easily gives an equivalent problem, pre-
serves coercivity, and can be implemented in the HMM framework as well.
Definition 3.6 (Cell problems and homogenized matrices). The cell problems
are to find functions vk ∈ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )), vk ∈ L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) so that a.e. in
Ω there holds∫
Y
µ−1(x, y)(ek + curly vk(x, y)) · curlψ
∗(y) (3.4)
+ divy vk(x, y) divψ
∗(y) dy = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H1♯,0(Y ),∫
Y
κ(x, y)(ek +∇yvk(x, y)) · ∇ψ
∗(y) dy = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H1♯,0(Y ). (3.5)
With the (unique) solutions of the cell problems (3.4)–(3.5) we define the ho-
mogenized matrices
(µ−1)homi,k (x) =
∫
Y
µ−1(x, y)(δik + (curly vk(x, y))i) dy,
κhomi,k (x) =
∫
Y
κ(x, y)(δik + (∇yvk(x, y))i) dy, i, k = 1, 2, 3.
(3.6)
The homogenized matrices are used to formulate the macro-scale problem
for E. It has the same structure as our original problem except that the material
parameters are now matrices and no scalar functions.
Theorem 3.7 (Equivalence of two-scale and homogenized equation). The triple
(E,K1,K2) is the unique solution of (3.1) iff E ∈ H0(curl) solves∫
Ω
(µ−1)hom curlE · curlψ∗ − κhomE ·ψ∗ dx =
∫
Ω
f ·ψ∗ dx (3.7)
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for all ψ ∈ H0(curl) with the matrices (µ−1)hom, κhom defined through (3.6),
and with correctors K1,K2 defined as K1(x, y) =
∑3
k=1(curlE(x))kvk(x, y),
K2(x, y) =
∑3
k=1 Ek(x)vk(x, y), where vk, vk are solutions of the cell problems
(3.4), (3.5).
Proof. Inserting the cell problems and the definition of the homogenized matri-
ces into (3.7) leads to the two-scale equation.
We end this section by a corrector-type result, which relates the two-scale
solution to the asymptotic expansion.
Theorem 3.8 (Strong convergence in H(curl)). Let µ−1, κ, K1, curlxK1,
curlyK1, ∇xK2 and ∇yK2 be admissible test functions for two-scale conver-
gence. Then it holds∥∥∥Eδ(x) − (E(x) + δ (K1 (x, x
δ
)
+∇K2
(
x,
x
δ
)))∥∥∥
H(curl)
δ→0
−→ 0.
Proof. Inserting the term in the norm into the heterogeneous sesquilinear form
Bδ, using the chain rule and two-scale convergence gives the claim.
The theorem shows that the correctors K1 and K2 represent a Helmholtz
decomposition of the first order term in the asymptotic expansion. Since on
the gradient subspace, the H(curl)-norm and the L2-norm are equivalent, we
see that in particular K2 carries important information about the solution Eδ
itself. Thus, in contrast to the elliptic case, the correctors K1, K2 have to be
considered as well (and not only the weak limit E) in order to get a good L2-
approximation of the heterogeneous solution Eδ. This is a crucial observation.
Consequently, the HMM is not only constructed to approximate E, but requires
to approximate K1 and K2 as well.
4 The Heterogeneous Multiscale Method
The basic idea of the HMM is to use a macroscopic sesquilinear form similar to
(3.7) for the finite element method. Instead of solving the cell problems once
on the unit cube, local variants are set up and solved around the centers of
the tetrahedra of some macroscopic computational grid. In order to define the
method in more detail, let us introduce some definitions.
Denote by TH = {Tj|j ∈ J} and Th = {Si|i ∈ I} conforming, shape regular,
simplicial partitions of Ω and Y , respectively, where Th is additionally periodic.
The δ-scaled and xj -shifted unit cubes are denoted by Y
δ
j = δY + xj , together
with the mappings yδj : Y
δ
j → Y and x
δ
j = (y
δ
j )
−1 : Y → Y δj . A triangulation of
the shifted unit cubes is then given by Th(Y δj ) = {S˜|S˜ = x
δ
j(S), S ∈ Th}. The
set of interior faces is defined as
E(TH) = {(j, l) ∈ J × J |Fjl := T j ∩ T l 6= ∅, dim(Fjl) = 2, j < l}
and E(Th) with the faces F˜ik is defined analogously. The direct neighbors of
a face Fjl are ωˆFjl := Tj ∪ Tl. The neighborhoods of vertices V , faces F , and
elements T are defined as
ωV :=
⋃
j∈J,V ∈T j
T j , ωFjl :=
⋃
V ∈Fjl
ωV , ωTj :=
⋃
V ∈T j
ωV ;
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and the neighborhood of neighbors of an element is defined as
ω˜Tj :=
⋃
V ∈T j
⋃
V ′∈ωV
ωV ′ .
We define the local mesh sizes Hj := diam(Tj), hi := diam(Si), Hjl :=
diam(Fjl), hik := diam(F˜ik), and the global mesh sizes H := maxj∈J Hj and
h := maxi∈I hi. Finally, the discrete function spaces V
I
H,0 ⊂ H0(curl) and
W˜ 1h (Y
δ
j ) ⊂ H
1
♯,0(Y
δ
j ) are defined as
VIH,0 := {uH ∈ H0(curl)|uh|T ∈ N0 ∀T ∈ TH},
W˜ 1h (Y
δ
j ) := {uh ∈ H
1
♯,0(Y
δ
j )|uh|S ∈ P
1 ∀S ∈ Th(Y
δ
j )},
where P1 are the polynomials of maximal degree 1 and N0 is the lowest order
Ne´de´lec element of the first family, given by N0 := {a × x + b|a,b ∈ C3}.
As in the analytical case, bold face letters indicate vector-valued functions and
function spaces, for instance W˜1h := (W˜
1
h )
3.
With these preliminaries we can now define the HMM (see also [16, 17, 30]):
Definition 4.1 (HMM). The HMM-approximation of (2.2) is a discrete solu-
tion triple (EH ,R1(EH),R2(EH)), where EH ∈ VIH,0 is defined as the solution
of
BH(EH ,ψH) = (f,ψH) ∀ψH ∈ V
I
H,0, (4.1)
where the discrete sesquilinear form is given by
BH(uH ,ψH) :=
∑
j∈J
|Tj |
δ3
∫
Y δj
(µ−1)δh(x) curlR1(uH)(x) · curlψ
∗
H(x)
− κδh(x)R2(uH)(x) ·R2(ψH)
∗(x) dx
(4.2)
with the piecewise constant approximations κδh|xδj (Si)(x) := κ
(
xj ,
xδj (yi)
δ
)
for
all Si ∈ Th(Y δj ) and (µ
−1)δh defined analogously. The local reconstructions
R1(uH) ∈ uH |Y δj + W˜
1
h(Y
δ
j ), R2(uH) = uH(xk)|Y δj +∇yuh with uh ∈ W˜
1
h (Y
δ
h )
are defined as the solutions of the local cell problems∫
Y δj
(µ−1)δh(x) curlR1(uH) · curlψ
∗
h + div(R1(uH)− uH) divψ
∗
h dx = 0
∀ψh ∈ W˜
1
h(Y
δ
j )),∫
Y δj
κδh(x)R2(uH) · ∇ψ
∗
h dx = 0 ∀ψh ∈ W˜
1
h (Y
δ
j ).
We now reformulate the reconstructions of the HMM solution triple to draw
a parallel between them and the analytical correctors.
Remark 4.2 (Role of the reconstructions). Let (EH ,R1(EH),R2(EH)) denote
the HMM-approximation from Definition 4.1. Setting Kj,1(EH) = Rj,1(EH) −
EH , we have Kj,1 ∈ W˜1h(Y
δ
j ). Furthermore, denote by Kj,2(EH) ∈ W˜
1
h (Y
δ
j )
the function fulfilling ∇Kj,2(EH) = Rj,2(EH) − EH(xj). We then define the
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discrete fine-scale corrections Kh,1(EH) ∈ SH(Ω;W˜1h(Y )) and Kh,2(EH) ∈
SH(Ω; W˜
1
h (Y )) as
Kh,1(EH)(x, y)|Tj×Y :=
1
δ
Kj,1(EH)(δy),
Kh,2(EH)(x, y)|Tj×Y :=
1
δ
Kj,2(EH)(δy),
where the space of x-constant discrete functions is defined as
SH(Ω; W˜
1
h (Y )) := {uh ∈ L
2(Ω, H1♯,0(Y ))|uh(·, y)|Tj ∈ P
0 ∀j ∈ J, y ∈ Y
and uh(x, ·) ∈ W˜
1
h (Y )∀x ∈ Ω}.
The discrete fine-scale corrections Kh,1(EH), Kh,2(EH) are discrete counter-
parts of the analytical correctors K1 and K2 introduced in Theorem 3.4. The
specific relation of both will be clear from Proposition 4.3 below. Therefore,
these corrections (or equivalently the reconstructions) are an important part of
the HMM-approximation. As discussed at the end of Section 3, the correctors
carry important information on the solution and cannot be neglected as higher
order terms (in contrast to the elliptic case). In form of the fine-scale correc-
tions, the observation transfers to the numerical scheme and the discrete setting.
Having observed this correspondence, we can now reformulate the whole
HMM to see that it is a direct discretization with numerical quadrature of the
two-scale equation (3.1). See [30] for the approach in the elliptic case.
Proposition 4.3 (Reformulation of the HMM). Define the piecewise constant
approximations κh on Ω × Y by κh(x, y)|Tj×Si := κ(xj , yi) and µ
−1
h in the
same way. Furthermore, let Kh,1, Kh,2 be the discrete fine-scale corrections as
defined in 4.2. Then (EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)) ∈ V
I
H,0 × SH(Ω;W˜
1
h(Y )) ×
SH(Ω; W˜
1
h (Y )) is a solution of∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1h (x, y)(curlEH(x) + curlyKh,1(EH)(x, y))·(ψ
∗
H(x) + curly ψ
∗
h(x, y))
+ divyKh,1(EH)(x, y) divy ψ
∗
h(x, y)
− κ(x, y)(EH(x) +∇yKh,2(EH)(x, y)) · (ψ
∗(x) +∇yψ
∗
h(x, y)) dydx
=
∫
Ω
f(x) ·ψ∗H(x) dx
∀(ψH ,ψh, ψh) ∈ V
I
H,0 × L
2(Ω;W˜1h(Y ))× L
2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )).
Proof. We treat the two terms of the sesquilinear form separately, but with
basically the same procedure. For the first term we see from the definition of
the reconstruction R1 that for all ψh ∈ W˜
1
h(Y
δ
j )) it holds
0 =
∫
Y δj
(µ−1)δh(x) curlx(EH +Rj,1(EH)−EH)(x) · curlxψ
∗
h(x)
+ divx(Rj,1(EH)−EH)(x) divxψ
∗
h(x) dx.
Using the transformation formula and writing x = xδj(y), we derive
0 = δ3
∫
Y
µ−1
(
xj ,
xδj(y)
δ
)
curlxψ
∗
h(x
δ
j(y))·(curlxEH(xj)+curlxKj,1(EH)(x
δ
j (y)))
+ divxKj,1(EH)(x
δ
j (y)) divxψ
∗
h(x
δ
j(y)) dy,
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since curlxEH(x) is constant on each Tj . Using the definition of Kh,1(EH) and
defining ψ˜h ∈ W˜
1
h(Y ) as ψ˜h(y) =
1
δψh(δy), we get with the chain rule
0 = δ3
∫
Y
µ−1
(
xj ,
xδj(y)
δ
)
curly ψ˜
∗
h
(xδj(y)
δ
)
·
(
curlxEH(xj) + curlyKh,1(EH)
(
xj ,
xδj(y)
δ
))
+ divyKh,1(EH)
(
xj ,
xδj(y)
δ
)
divy ψ˜
∗
h
(xδj(y)
δ
)
dy.
As the integrand is Y -periodic and
xδj(y)
δ = y+
xj
δ , we finally obtain the Galerkin
orthogonality
0 = δ3
∫
Y
µ−1h (xj , y)(curlxEH(xj) + curlyKh,1(EH)(xj , y)) · curly ψ˜
∗
h(y)
+ divyKh,1(EH)(xj , y) divy ψ˜
∗
h(y) dy.
In the same way, we deduce∑
j∈J
|Tj|
δ3
∫
Y δj
(µ−1)δh(x) curlxR1(EH)(x) · curlψ
∗
H(x) dx
=
∑
j∈J
|Tj|
∫
Y
µ−1
(
xj ,
xδj(y)
δ
)
curlψ∗H(xj)
· (curlEH(xj) + curlyKh,1(EH)(xj , y)) dy
=
∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1h (x, y)(curlEH(x)+curlyKh,1(EH)(x, y))·(ψ
∗
H(x)+curly ψ
∗
h(x, y))
+ divyKh,1(EH)(x, y) divy ψ
∗
h(x, y) dydx.
In the last equality we used that the given quadrature rule is exact for the
integrands and we employed the Galerkin orthogonality. For the second term
in the sesquilinear form, one can perform the same steps to reformulate the
problem. For this term the computations are very similar to the elliptic case
discussed in [30, Lemma 3.5].
Conclusion 4.4. Let us note that the result of Theorem 3.8 is still valid if we
replace ∇K2 by δ−1∇yK2. This implies that we can approximate Eδ in H(curl)
by E(x) + δK1
(
x, xδ
)
+∇yK2
(
x, xδ
)
. Consequently, exploiting Proposition 4.3,
we see that our final HMM-approximation EHMM to Eδ can be written as
EHMM(x) := EH(x) + δKh,1(EH)
(
x,
x
δ
)
+∇yKh,2(EH)
(
x,
x
δ
)
.
5 A priori and a posteriori error analysis
Based on the reformulation of the HMM in Proposition 4.3, we will give the
main a priori and a posteriori error estimates in Theorems 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, and 5.7.
All error estimates will be derived in the ”two-scale energy norm”
‖(u,u1, u2)‖e(G×R)
:= ‖ curlu+ curly u1‖L2(G×R) + ‖ divy u1‖L2(G×R) + ‖u+∇yu2‖L2(G×R)
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for G × R ⊂ Ω × Y an open subdomain. If the norm is to be taken over
Ω× Y , we will just write ‖ · ‖e. Let us furthermore define the error terms e0 :=
E−EH , e1 := K1−Kh,1(EH), and e2 := K2−Kh,2(EH). We will only estimate
these errors and leave the modeling error Eδ−
(
E+ δ
(
K1
(
·, ·δ
)
+∇K2
(
·, ·δ
)))
,
introduced by homogenization, apart (cf. Theorem 3.8 and Conclusion 4.4).
Assumption 5.1. On top of the periodicity of the coefficients, we also assume
µ−1, κ ∈W 1,∞(Ω× Y ),
i.e. the coefficient functions are globally Lipschitz, and Ω is a convex domain.
This assumption will be required for the a priori estimates (Theorems 5.2 and
5.3), but not for the a posteriori estimates (Theorems 5.5 and 5.7).
Theorem 5.2 (A priori estimate in the energy norm). Under Assumptions 2.1
and 5.1, the following a priori estimate for the error between the homogenized
solution and the HMM-approximation resp. their correctors holds:
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e ≤ C(H + h)‖f‖L2(Ω) with C = C(Ω, κ, µ
−1).
Theorem 5.3 (A priori error estimate with dual problems). Under the same as-
sumptions as in Theorem 5.2, the Helmholtz decomposition of the error between
the continuous solution E and the HMM-approximation EH
E−EH = ∇θ + z with θ ∈ H
1
0 (Ω), z⊥∇H
1
0
satisfies
‖θ‖L2(Ω) + ‖z‖L2(Ω) ≤ C(H
2 + h2)‖f‖L2(Ω) + Cηapprox‖f‖L2(Ω),
where ηapprox = max{‖µ−1−µ
−1
h ‖L∞(Ω×Y ), ‖κ−κh‖L∞(Ω×Y )} is a data approx-
imation error arising from numerical quadrature. The constant C only depends
on the domain Ω, the coefficients µ−1 and κ, but not on the periodicity param-
eter δ or the mesh sizes.
Remark 5.4. In the elliptic case, the L2-norm of the error converges with
quadratic rate. This better convergence is obtained by posing a dual problem
and using the Aubin-Nitsche trick. The above theorem shows how the result can
be transferred to problems in H(curl): On the gradient subspace, the L2-norm
is of the same order as the H(curl)-norm, so that only on the complement a
better convergence is obtained (see [32, Remark after Thm. 49, p. 45]). Hence,
the quadratic convergence here is (only) obtained in H−1.
Theorem 5.5 (A posteriori error estimate). Let fH be any piecewise polynomial
approximation of f . Under the Assumption 2.1 the error fulfills the following a
posteriori error estimate
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e ≤ C
(∑
j∈J
η2j,1 + η
2
j,2
)1/2
+ C
( ∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
η2jl,1 + η
2
jl,2
)1/2
+ C
(∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
η2j,ik,1 + η
2
j,ik,2
)1/2
+ C
(∑
j∈J
ζ2j
)1/2
+ C
(∑
j∈J
∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2
,
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where the constants do not depend on the mesh sizes and the periodicity param-
eter δ. The local indicators are defined as
ηj,1 := Hj
∥∥∥fH + ∫
Y
κh(·, y)(EH +∇yKh,2(·, y)) dy
∥∥∥
L2(Tj)
,
ηj,2 := Hj
∥∥∥divx(∫
Y
κh(·, y)(EH +∇yKh,2(·, y)) dy
)∥∥∥
L2(Tj)
,
ηjl,1 := H
1/2
jl
∥∥∥[∫
Y
µ−1h (·, y)(curlEH + curlyKh,1(·, y))× n dy
]
Fjl
∥∥∥
L2(Fjl)
,
ηjl,2 := H
1/2
jl
∥∥∥[∫
Y
κh(·, y)(EH +∇yKh,2(·, y)) · n dy
]
Fjl
∥∥∥
L2(Fjl)
ηj,ik,1 := h
1/2
ik ‖[µ
−1
h (curlEH + curlyKh,1)× n+ divyKh,1n]F˜ik‖L2(Tj×F˜ik),
ηj,ik,2 := h
1/2
ik ‖[κh(EH +∇yKh,2) · n]F˜ik‖L2(Tj×F˜ik),
ζj := Hj‖fH − f‖L2(Tj),
ζji := ‖(µ
−1
h − µ
−1)(curlEH + curlyKh,1)‖L2(Tj×Si)
+ ‖(κh − κ)(EH +∇yKh,2)‖L2(Tj×Si).
Here and in the following, [·]F denotes the jump across the face F .
Remark 5.6 (Discussion of the error indicators). The error indicators can be
split into two groups: ζj and ζji are data approximation errors, which come
from the use of numerical quadrature. The error indicators denoted by η are
different contributions to the discretization error: ηj,1 is the element residual
on the macro-scale, ηjl are the jump residuals on the macro-scale (in normal
and tangential direction), and ηj,ik are the jump residuals on the micro-scale.
ηj,2 indicates how well the deduced equation divx(κE0) = 0 is fulfilled in the
discrete case. Here, the assumption div f = 0 (in the weak sense) has an effect
on the error estimator: If we just assume f ∈ H(div), the deduced equation is
divx(κE0 + f) = 0 and thus we have additional terms divx fH in ηj,2 and fH · n
in ηjl,2 for the polynomial approximation fH of f . Furthermore, in the data
approximation error ζj we then have to take the H(div, Tj)-norm.
Theorem 5.7 (Lower bound on the error). With the same notations and under
the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.5, the following local bounds on the error
hold:
ηj,1 ≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×Y ) + ζj +
(∑
i
ζ2ji
)1/2)
,
ηj,2 ≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×Y ) +
(∑
i
ζ2ji
)1/2)
,
ηjl,1 ≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(ωˆFjl×Y ) + (ζ
2
j + ζ
2
l )
1/2 +
(∑
i
ζ2ji + ζ
2
li
)1/2)
,
ηjl,2 ≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(ωˆFjl×Y ) +
(∑
i
ζ2ji + ζ
2
li
)1/2)
,
ηj,ik,ν ≤ C(‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
+ (ζ2ji + ζ
2
jk)
1/2), ν = 1, 2.
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Thus, we have the global estimate
(∑
j∈J
η2j,1 + η
2
j,2
)1/2
+
( ∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
η2jl,1 + η
2
jl,2
)1/2
+
(∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
η2j,ik,1 + η
2
j,ik,2
)1/2
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e +
(∑
j∈J
ζ2j
)1/2
+
(∑
j∈J
∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2)
.
Remark 5.8. Theorems 5.5 and 5.7 together show that the local error indicators
are reliable and efficient with respect to the two-scale homogenized problem from
Theorem 3.4. Up to data approximation errors, the error and the indicators
converge with the same rate. Thus, the indicators can be used for adaptive
algorithms, e.g. for mesh refinement, both on the coarse and fine scale (cf. [30]
for related adaptive algorithms in the elliptic case).
6 Proofs of the main results
In this section, the essential proofs of the homogenization result (namely the
two-scale equation) and the error estimates for the HMM will be given.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. As solutions to (2.2) are uniformly bounded in H(curl),
we have by Theorem 3.3 that, along a subsequence, Eδ
2
⇀ E0 in (L
2(Ω × Y ))3
and curlEδ
2
⇀ curlE+ curlyK1. Furthermore, we have from Theorem 3.2 that
E0 = E +∇yK2, where E =
∫
Y
E0(·, y) dy is the weak limit of Eδ in H(curl).
We insert ψ(x) = w(x) + δw1(x,
x
δ ) with arbitrary w ∈ (C
∞
0 (Ω))
3,w1 ∈
C∞0 (Ω; (C
∞
♯ (Y ))
3) as a test function in (2.2). Because of the assumption (2.1)
on the parameters we can apply two-scale convergence to each of the terms in
(2.2) and thereby obtain∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1(x, y)(curlE(x) + curlyK1(x, y)) · (curlw
∗(x) + curlyw
∗
1(x, y))
− κ(x, y)(E(x) +∇yK2(x, y)) ·w
∗(x) dydx
=
∫
Ω
f(x) ·w∗(x) dx.
(6.1)
By density this also holds for test functions in H0(curl)×L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )). Fur-
thermore, we can deduce from (2.2) with div f = 0 that it holds
δ
∫
Ω
κδ(x)Eδ(x) · ∇ψ
∗(x) dx = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H10 (Ω).
Choosing ψ(x, xδ ) ∈ C
∞
0 (Ω;C
∞
♯ (Y )), we obtain with two-scale convergence∫
Ω
∫
Y
κ(x, y)(E(x) +∇yK2(x, y)) · ∇yψ
∗(x, y) dydx = 0.
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Inserting this into (6.1), we get (3.1) except for the divergence term, but with
the additional constraint divyK1 = 0.
As discussed in Remark 3.5, we can apply divergence-regularization in this
case to obtain an equivalent problem. Looking at the method, we directly see
that (3.1) is simply the regularization of (6.1). The equivalence of the problems
can be seen as discussed in the remark, just insert ψ = 0, ψ2 = 0, and ψ1 = ∇ϕ
with ϕ ∈ L2(Ω;H2♯,0(Y )) as test function in (6.1).
So far we have shown (3.1) just for a subsequence. If we can prove that
the solution of the two-scale equation is unique, the result holds for the whole
sequence. In fact we will prove that (3.1) is of the form B(u, ψ) = F(ψ) with
a continuous and coercive sesquilinear form B and a functional F. As for the
weak solutions to (2.2), Lax-Milgram-Babusˇka then yields the uniqueness of the
solution. Moreover, this reformulation will be important for the error estimates
later on. We consider the Hilbert space
H := H0(curl)× L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))× L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))
with its natural norm
‖(u,u1, u2)‖
2
H
= ‖u‖2
H(curl) + ‖u1‖
2
L2(Ω;H1(Y )) + ‖u2‖
2
L2(Ω;H1(Y )).
Clearly, the right-hand side is in the dual space of H and the left-hand side
defines a continuous sesquilinear form B. With the same computations as for
the existence of a weak solution, one can also show that B is coercive with
respect to the energy norm
‖ curlu+ curly u1‖
2
L2(Ω×Y ) + ‖ divy u1‖
2
L2(Ω×Y ) + ‖u+∇yu2‖
2
L2(Ω×Y ).
It remains to show the equivalence of the energy and the natural norm. It holds
‖ curlu+ curly u1‖
2
L2(Ω×Y )
=
∫
Ω
∫
Y
| curlu|2 + | curly u1|
2 + 2Re(curly u1(x, y) · curlu
∗(x)) dydx
= ‖ curlu‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ curly u1‖
2
L2(Ω×Y )
− 2Re
(∫
Ω
∫
∂Y
(u1(x, y)× n) · u
∗(x) dσdx
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0, periodicity of u1
= ‖ curlu‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ curlu1‖
2
L2(Ω×Y ).
With integration by parts and the Poincare´ inequality we see that ‖ curly u1‖L2+
‖ divy u1‖L2 is equivalent to the full H
1-norm. Similarly, we derive
‖u+∇yu2‖
2
L2(Ω×Y )
= ‖u‖2L2(Ω) + ‖∇yu2‖
2
L2(Ω×Y ) + 2Re
(∫
Ω
∫
∂Y
u(x) · nu∗2(x, y) dσdx
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0, periodicity of u2
,
and again with the Poincare´ inequality the H1-seminorm is equivalent to the full
H1-norm. Due to the uniqueness of the two-scale solution the whole sequence
Eδ converges as asserted in the theorem.
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Having identified the variational formulations in Theorem 3.4 and Proposi-
tion 4.3, we collect some useful notation for the proofs of the error estimates in
the next paragraphs.
Notation 6.1 (Sesquilinear forms B, Bh and residual). We define the con-
tinuous and discrete sesquilinear forms B,Bh : [H0(curl) × L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) ×
L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))]
2 → C as
B((E,K1,K2), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2)) :=∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1(x, y)(curlE(x) + curlyK1(x, y)) · (curlψ
∗(x) + curly ψ
∗
1(x, y))
+ divyK1(x, y) divy ψ
∗
1(x, y)
− κ(x, y)(E(x) +∇yK2(x, y)) · (ψ
∗(x) +∇yψ
∗
2(x, y)) dydx,
Bh((uH ,uh, uh), (ψH ,ψh, ψh)) :=∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1h (x, y)(curluH(x) + curly uh(x, y)) · (curlψ
∗
H(x) + curly ψ
∗
h(x, y))
+ divy uh(x, y) divy ψ
∗
h(x, y)
− κh(x, y)(uH(x) +∇yuh(x, y)) · (ψ
∗
H(x) +∇yψ
∗
h(x, y)) dydx.
In addition we define the residual
Resh : H0(curl,Ω)× L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))× L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))
→ H0(curl)
′ × L2(Ω; (H−1♯,0 (Y ))
3)× L2(Ω;H−1♯,0 (Y ))
as 〈Resh(u,u1, u2), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2)〉 := Bh((u,u1, u2), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))− (f ,ψ).
(6.2)
In the following, we will write Kh,1 instead of Kh,1(EH), and Kh,2 instead
of Kh,2(EH). If it is clear on which variables (x, y) functions depend, we will
omit those variables for the sake of readability. C denotes a generic constant,
independent of the mesh sizes and δ.
6.1 Proofs of the a priori estimates
The a priori estimates are based on the Ce´a lemma, dual problems and interpo-
lation operators. As the assumptions on the coefficients and the domain imply
higher (namelyH2) regularity of the solution, we can use the nodal interpolation
operators.
Lemma 6.2 (Lagrange interpolation operator). Denote by ILh : C
0(Y ) →
W 1h (Y ) the standard Lagrange interpolation operator. Define now I˜
L
h for v ∈
L2(Ω;C0(Y )) by
I˜Lh (v)(x, y) := (I
L
h (v)(x, ·))(y) −
∫
Y
(ILh (v)(x, ·))(s) ds.
For all v ∈ L2(Ω;C0(Y )) ∩ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) this interpolation operator is well-
defined with I˜Lh (v) ∈ L
2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )) and the estimate
‖I˜Lh (v) − v‖L2(Ω×Y ) + h |I˜
L
h (v)− v|L2(Ω,H1(Y )) ≤ Ch
2|v|L2(Ω,H2(Y )).
For vector functions the interpolation operator is defined component-wise and
fulfills the same estimates.
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Proof. For a proof we refer the reader to [23].
Lemma 6.3 (Edge interpolation operator). Denote by IEH : H
1(curl) → VIH,0
the nodal interpolation operator for the Ne´de´lec elements. It fulfills the estimate
‖u− IEH(u)‖H(curl,Tj) ≤ CHj‖u‖H1(curl,Tj).
Proof. For the definition of IEH and the proof we refer to [29].
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Denote by E˜H ∈ VIH,0, E˜h ∈ L
2(Ω;W˜1h(Y )), and E˜h ∈
L2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )) the unique solution of
B((E˜H , E˜h, E˜h), (ψH ,ψh, ψh)) = (f ,ψH)
∀ψH ∈ V
I
H,0,ψh ∈ L
2(Ω;W˜1h(Y )), ψh ∈ L
2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )).
According to Ce´a’s Lemma it holds
‖(E− E˜H ,K1 − E˜h,K2 − E˜h)‖e
≤ C
(
inf
ψH∈V
I
H,0
‖E−ψH‖H(curl) + inf
ψh∈L
2(Ω;W˜1
h
(Y ))
|K1 −ψh|L2(Ω;H1(Y ))
+ inf
ψh∈L2(Ω;W˜ 1h(Y ))
|K2 − ψh|L2(Ω;H1(Y ))
)
.
With the interpolation estimates of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 we now derive
‖(E− E˜H ,K1 − E˜h,K2 − E˜h)‖e
≤ C(‖E− IEH(E)‖H(curl) + |K1 − I˜
L
h (K1)|L2(Ω;H1(Y ))
+ |K2 − I˜
L
h (K2)|L2(Ω;H1(Y )))
≤ C(H‖E‖H(curl) + h|K1|L2(Ω;H2(Y )) + h|K2|L2(Ω;H2(Y )))
≤ C(H + h)‖f‖L2(Ω),
where in the last inequality we used regularity and stability results for the
analytic solution. (Note that because of our assumptions on the parameters
and on Ω the two-scale solution admits H2 regularity.) Furthermore, because
of the definition of (E˜H , E˜h, E˜h) it holds
‖(E˜H −EH , E˜h −Kh,1(EH), E˜h −Kh,2(EH))‖
2
e
≤ C
∣∣(Bh − B)((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)),
(E˜H −EH , E˜h −Kh,1(EH), E˜h −Kh,2(EH)))
∣∣
≤ Cmax{‖µ−1h − µ
−1‖L∞(Ω×Y ), ‖κh − κ‖L∞(Ω×Y )}
‖(EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH))‖e
‖(E˜H −EH , E˜h −Kh,1(EH), E˜h −Kh,2(EH))‖e.
From the Lipschitz continuity (with constant L) it follows
‖κh − κ‖L∞(Ω×Y ) ≤ L sup
(x,y)∈Ω×Y
|(xi, yk)− (x, y)| ≤ L(H + h),
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and the same estimate also applies to ‖µ−1h − µ
−1‖L∞(Ω×Y ). Together with a
stability estimate for the HMM approximation this yields
‖(E˜H −EH , E˜h −Kh,1(EH), E˜h −Kh,2(EH))‖e ≤ C(H + h)‖f‖L2(Ω).
Splitting the total error E− EH into the contributions E− E˜H and E˜H − EH
and using the two estimates, we obtain the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. As the terms in the Helmholtz decomposition are orthog-
onal w.r.t. the L2-scalar product, we have
‖∇θ‖L2 ≤ ‖∇θ‖L2 + ‖z‖L2 = ‖E−EH‖L2 . (6.3)
To estimate z, let (w,w1, w2) be the solution of the dual problem
B((ψ,ψ1, ψ2), (w,w1, w2)) = (z,ψ)L2 ∀(ψ,ψ1, ψ2),
and (wH ,wh, wh) the solution of the corresponding discrete dual problem
Bh((ψH ,ψh, ψh), (wH ,wh, wh)) = (z,ψH)L2 ∀(ψH ,ψh, ψh).
The analytical and discrete spaces are the same as in the problems for E and
EH and therefore not given again here. Because of (∇θ, z) = 0 it holds ‖z‖2L2 =
(z,E−EH). Thus, it follows
‖z‖2L2 = (z,E−EH)L2 = B((e0, e1, e2), (w,w1, w2)).
Using the definition of E as exact solution and of EH as the HMM-approx-
imation, we deduce
‖z‖2L2 = B((e0, e1, e2), (w,w1, w2))− B((E,K1,K2), (wH ,wh, wh))
+ Bh((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (wH ,wh, wh))
= B((e0, e1, e2), (w −wH ,w1 −wh, w2 − wh))
+ (Bh − B)((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (wH ,wh, wh))
≤ C‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e‖(w −wH ,w1 −wh, w2 − wh)‖e
+ Cmax{‖µ−1 − µ−1h ‖L∞(Ω×Y ), ‖κ− κh‖L∞(Ω×Y )}
‖(EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH))‖e‖(wH ,wh, wh)‖e.
According to Theorem 5.2, it holds
‖(w−wH ,w1 −wh, w2 − wh)‖e ≤ C(H + h)‖z‖L2 .
Hence, together with stability estimates for EH and wH it follows
‖z‖2L2 ≤ C(H + h)‖z‖L2‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e + Cηapprox‖z‖L2‖f‖L2 .
To estimate θ, we pose another dual problem: Find wˆ ∈ H10 (Ω), wˆ2 ∈
L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) such that
A((ψˆ, ψˆ2), (wˆ, wˆ2)) = (θ, ψˆ)L2 ∀(ψˆ, ψˆ2) ∈ H
1
0 (Ω)× L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))
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with
A((ψˆ, ψˆ2), (uˆ, uˆ2))
:= −
∫
Ω
∫
Y
κ(x, y)(∇ψˆ(x) +∇yψˆ2(x, y)) · (∇uˆ
∗(x) +∇yuˆ
∗
2(x, y)) dydx.
Again, let us denote by (wˆH , wˆh) ∈ W
1
H(Ω) × L
2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )) the solution of
the corresponding discrete dual problem. This dual problem is related to our
original problem by the equation
A((ψˆ, ψˆ2), (wˆ, wˆ2)) = B((∇ψˆ,ψ1, ψˆ2), (∇wˆ, 0, wˆ2))
for all (ψˆ,ψ1, ψˆ2) ∈ H
1
0 (Ω)×L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y ))×L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )). Inserting ψˆ = θ
and ψˆ2 = e2, we then obtain
‖θ‖2L2 = A((θ, e2), (wˆ, wˆ2)) = B((∇θ, e1, e2), (∇wˆ, 0, wˆ2))
= B((e0, e1, e2), (∇wˆ, 0, wˆ2))− B((z, 0, 0), (∇wˆ, 0, wˆ2)).
By the properties of the Helmholtz decomposition we have (z,∇wˆH)L2 = 0.
With the same computations as for the dual problem with z, we then derive
‖θ‖2L2 = B((
=∇θ︷ ︸︸ ︷
e0 − z, e1, e2), (∇(wˆ − wˆH), 0, wˆ2 − wˆh))
− B((z, 0, 0), (∇wˆ, 0, wˆ2))
+ (Bh − B)(EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (∇wˆH , 0, wˆh))
≤
∣∣A((θ, e2)(wˆ − wˆH , wˆ2 − wˆh))∣∣+ C‖z‖L2‖∇wˆ +∇ywˆ2‖L2(Ω×Y )
+ Cmax{‖µ−1 − µ−1h ‖L∞(Ω×Y ), ‖κ− κh‖L∞(Ω×Y )}
‖(EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH))‖e‖∇wˆH +∇ywˆh‖L2(Ω×Y )
≤ C‖∇θ +∇ye2‖L2(Ω×Y )‖∇(wˆ − wˆH) +∇y(wˆ2 − wˆh)‖L2(Ω×Y )
+ Cηapprox‖θ‖L2‖f‖L2 + C‖z‖L2‖θ‖L2 ,
where in the last inequality we used the stability estimate for EH and a stability
estimate for the solution of elliptic two-scale equations. From a priori error
estimates for elliptic two-scale problems (see [23, 30]), we know that
‖∇(wˆ − wˆH) +∇y(wˆ2 − wˆh)‖ ≤ C(H + h)‖θ‖L2 .
Inserting this, the estimate for the Helmholtz decomposition (6.3), and the
estimate for z from above, we finally obtain
‖θ‖2L2 ≤ C(H + h)‖θ‖L2 (‖e0‖L2(Ω) + ‖∇ye2‖L2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤‖(e0,e1,e2)‖e
)
+ C(H + h)‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e‖θ‖L2 + Cηapprox‖θ‖L2‖f‖L2 .
The estimates for z and θ together with the a priori error estimate of Theo-
rem 5.2 give the claim.
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6.2 Proofs of the a posteriori estimates
For the a posteriori estimates we no longer assume higher regularity and there-
fore, need other interpolation operators.
Lemma 6.4 (Error estimates for the Cle´ment interpolation operator). Let us
denote by I¯h : L
2(Y ) → W˜ 1h (Y ) the Cle´ment interpolation operator (see [11])
with appropriate adaptations to periodic boundary conditions and zero average.
We define Ih : L
2(Ω;L2(Y ))→ L2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )) as
Ihu(x, y) := Ih(u(x, ·))(y) ∀x ∈ Ω.
Then the following estimates hold for all u ∈ L2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )):
‖u− Ihu‖L2(Tj×Si) ≤ Chi‖∇yu‖L2(T×ωSi ),
‖u− Ihu‖L2(Tj×F˜ik) ≤ Ch
1/2
ik ‖∇yu‖L2(T×ωF˜ik )
.
Again, the Cle´ment operator can be defined component-wise for vector functions
and then fulfills the same estimates.
Proof. A proof can be found in [11].
Lemma 6.5 (Scho¨berl interpolation operator). There exists an operator IH :
H0(curl) → VIH,0 such that for every u ∈ H0(curl) there exist θ ∈ H
1
0 (Ω) and
z ∈ H10(Ω) with
u− IHu = ∇θ + z.
The decomposition fulfills the estimates
H−1j ‖θ‖L2(Tj) + ‖∇θ‖L2(Tj) ≤ C‖u‖L2(ω˜Tj ),
H−1j ‖z‖L2(Tj) + ‖∇z‖L2(Tj) ≤ C‖ curlu‖L2(ω˜Tj ).
Together with the trace inequality we moreover have the estimates
‖θ‖L2(Fjl) ≤ CH
1/2
jl ‖u‖L2(ω˜Tj ),
‖z‖L2(Fjl) ≤ CH
1/2
jl ‖ curlu‖L2(ω˜Tj ),
where, of course, Tj can also be substituted by Tl.
Proof. For the construction of IH and a proof of the estimates we refer to [35].
Additional details on IH can also be found in [34, 33].
Proof of Theorem 5.5. First of all, we derive an error identity. From the defini-
tion of the error terms and Proposition 4.3 we deduce
B((e0, e1, e2), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))
= B((E,K1,K2), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))
− B((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))
= (f ,ψ)− B((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))
− Bh((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψ −ψH ,ψ1 −ψh, ψ2 − ψh))
+ Bh((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))
− Bh(((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψH ,ψh, ψh))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(f ,ψH)L2
.
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With the definition of the residual (6.2), this gives the following error iden-
tity for all (ψ,ψ1, ψ2) ∈ H0(curl) × L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) × L
2(Ω;H1♯,0(Y )) and all
(ψH ,ψh, ψh) ∈ V
I
H,0 × L
2(Ω;W˜1h(Y ))× L
2(Ω; W˜ 1h (Y )):
B((e0, e1, e2), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2))
= −〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψ −ψH ,ψ1 −ψh, ψ2 − ψh)〉
+ (Bh − B)((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (ψ,ψ1, ψ2)).
(6.4)
We choose ψ = e0, ψ1 = e1, ψ2 = e2 and ψH = IHe0, ψh = Ihe1, ψh = Ihe2
in the error identity (6.4) with the interpolation operators IH from Lemma 6.5
and Ih from Lemma 6.4. Using the coercivity of B, we obtain
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖
2
e
≤C(|〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (e0 − IHe0, e1 − Ihe1, e2 − Ihe2)〉|︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=I
+ |(Bh − B)((EH ,Kh,1(EH),Kh,2(EH)), (e0, e1, e2))|︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=II
).
To estimate I, we insert the decomposition of e0− IHe0 = ∇θ+ z according
to Lemma 6.5 and thus obtain
I =
∣∣∣∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1) · (curl z
∗ + curly(e1 − Ihe1)
∗)
+ divyKh,1 divy(e1 − Ihe1)
∗
− κh(EH +∇yKh,2) · (∇θ
∗ + z∗ +∇y(e2 − Ihe2)
∗) dydx
−
∫
Ω
f(∇θ∗ + z∗) dx
∣∣∣.
Integrating by parts locally, inserting fH − fH and noting div f = 0 yields
I =
∣∣∣∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
curlx(µ
−1
h (curlEH + curlyKh,1)) · z
∗ dydx
+
∑
j∈J
∫
∂Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n · z
∗ dydσ
+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
curly(µ
−1
h (curlEH + curlyKh,1)) · (e1 − Ihe1)
∗ dydx
+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
∂Si
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n · (e1 − Ihe1)
∗ dσdx
−
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
∇y(divyKh,1) · (e1 − Ihe1)
∗ dydx
+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
∂Si
divyKh,1n · (e1 − Ihe1)
∗ dσdx
+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
divx(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) θ
∗ dydx
−
∑
j∈J
∫
∂Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n θ
∗ dydσ
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+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
divy(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · (e2 − Ihe2)
∗ dydx
−
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
∂Si
(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n (e2 − Ihe2)
∗ dσdx
−
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
(fH + f − fH + κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · z
∗ dydx
∣∣∣.
As µ−1h , κh are constant on the cells Tj×Si, the correctorsKh are constant with
respect to x and linear with respect to y, and EH is linear with respect to x,
all terms with two derivatives with respect to the same variable cancel out. We
derive by a rearrangement of sums and the Ho¨lder inequality
I =
∣∣∣ ∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
∫
Fjl
[∫
Y
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n dy
]
Fjl
· z∗ dσ
−
∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
∫
Fjl
[∫
Y
(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n dy
]
Fjl
θ∗ dσ
+
∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
∫
Tj
∫
F˜ik
[(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n+ divyKh,1n]F˜ik
· (e1 − Ihe1)
∗ dσdx
−
∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
∫
Tj
∫
F˜ik
[(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n]F˜ik (e2 − Ihe2)
∗ dσdx
+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
divx
(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
θ∗ dx
+
∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
(
f − fH + fH +
∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
z∗ dx
∣∣∣
≤
∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
∥∥∥[∫
Y
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n dy
]
Fjl
∥∥∥‖z‖L2(Fjl)
+
∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
∥∥∥[∫
Y
(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n dy
]
Fjl
∥∥∥ ‖θ‖L2(Fjl)
+
∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
∥∥∥[(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n+ divyKh,1n]
F˜ik
∥∥∥
‖(e1 − Ihe1)‖L2(Tj×F˜ik)
+
∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
‖[(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n]F˜ik‖ ‖(e2 − Ihe2)‖L2(Tj×F˜ik)
+
∑
j∈J
∥∥∥divx(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)∥∥∥ ‖θ‖L2(Tj)
+
∑
j∈J
(
‖f − fH‖+
∥∥∥fH + ∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
∥∥∥) ‖z‖L2(Tj).
Using the estimates for the interpolation operators from Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5,
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we get
I ≤
∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
CH
1/2
jl
∥∥∥[∫
Y
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n dy
]
Fjl
∥∥∥
‖ curl e0‖L2(ω˜Tj )
+
∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
CH
1/2
jl
∥∥∥[∫
Y
(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n dy
]
Fjl
∥∥∥ ‖e0‖L2(ω˜Tj )
+
∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
Ch
1/2
ik
∥∥∥[(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))×n+ divyKh,1n]F˜ik∥∥∥
‖∇ye1‖L2(Tj×ωF˜ik )
+
∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
Ch
1/2
ik ‖[(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n]F˜ik‖ ‖∇ye2‖L2(Tj×ωF˜ik )
+
∑
j∈J
CHj
∥∥∥divx(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)∥∥∥‖e0‖L2(ω˜Tj )
+
∑
j∈J
CHj
(
‖f − fH‖+
∥∥∥fH + ∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
∥∥∥)
‖ curl e0‖L2(ω˜Tj ).
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain the desired local estimators
and terms like
∑
j∈J ‖ curl e0‖L2(ω˜Tj ). As the triangulation is shape regular,
each element Tj only appears in a finite number of these neighborhoods and
this number can be bounded above by a uniform constant (independent ofH,h).
Thus, we derive
I ≤ C
( ∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
η2jl,1
)1/2
‖ curl e0‖L2(Ω) + C
( ∑
(j,l)∈E(TH)
η2jl,2
)1/2
‖e0‖L2(Ω)
+ C
(∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
η2j,ik,1
)1/2
‖∇ye1‖L2(Ω×Y )
+ C
(∑
j∈J
∑
(i,k)∈E(Th)
η2j,ik,2
)1/2
‖∇ye2‖L2(Ω×Y )
+ C
(∑
j∈J
η2j,2
)1/2
‖e0‖L2(Ω) + C
(∑
j∈J
ζ2j + η
2
j,1
)1/2
‖ curl e0‖L2(Ω).
Of course, all norms of the errors e0, e1, and e2 can simply be estimated by
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e.
To estimate II, we just split the integral into local terms and use the Ho¨lder
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inequality
II =
∣∣∣∑
j∈J
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I
∫
Si
(µ−1(xj , yi)− µ
−1(x, y))(curlEH + curlyKh,1)
· (curl e∗0 + curly e
∗
1)
+ (κ(xj , yi)− κ(x, y))(EH +∇yKh,2) · (e
∗
0 +∇ye
∗
2) dydx
∣∣∣
≤
(∑
j∈J
∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e.
Dividing each estimate by ‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e and combining both gives us the a
posteriori error estimate.
For the proof of the lower bound we need local bubble functions. Let us
denote by λT,l, l = 1, . . . , 4, the barycentric coordinates of a tetrahedron T and
by λF,l, l = 1, 2, 3, the barycentric coordinates of a face F . The local bubble
functions on elements and faces are defined as
ψT := 256
4∏
l=1
λT,l, ψF := 27
3∏
l=1
λF,l.
They fulfill 0 ≤ ψT , ψF ≤ 1, suppψT ⊂ T , and suppψF ⊂ ωˆF . We also define
a continuation operator PF : L
∞(F )→ L∞(ωˆF ) as the constant extension of a
function in the direction perpendicular to the face F , for details see [38]. The
following inequalities can be proven with standard scaling arguments and the
properties of the bubble functions (see [38, Proposition 3.37] for details and the
proof).
Lemma 6.6 (Inverse inequalities). For all g ∈ Pk and all tetrahedra T it holds
‖g‖2L2(T ) ≤ C|(g, ψT g)T |,
‖ψT g‖L2(T ) ≤ C‖g‖L2(T ),
‖∇(ψT g)‖L2(T ) ≤ C diam(T )
−1‖g‖L2(T ).
Furthermore, for all f ∈ Pk|F and faces F it holds
‖f‖2L2(F ) ≤ C|(g, ψFPF (f))F |,
‖ψFPF (f)‖L2(ωF ) ≤ C diam(F )
1/2‖f‖L2(F ),
‖∇(ψFPF (f))‖L2(ωF ) ≤ C diam(F )
−1/2‖f‖L2(F ).
Proof of Theorem 5.7. First of all, corresponding to the error terms we intro-
duce the following functions:
wj,1(x) = ψTj (x)
(
fH +
∫
Y
κh(·, y)(EH +∇yKh,2(·, y)) dy
)
(x),
wjl,1(x) = ψFjl(x)PFjl
([∫
Y
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n dy
]
Fjl
)
(x),
wj,ik,1(x, y) = χTj (x)ψF˜ik (y)
PF˜ik([(µ
−1
h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n+ divyKh,1n]F˜ik)(y),
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wj,2(x) = ψTj (x) divx
(∫
Y
κh(·, y)(EH +∇yKh,2(·, y)) dy
)
(x),
wjl,2(x) = ψFjl(x)PFjl
([∫
Y
κh(·, y)(EH +∇yKh,2(·, y)) · n dy
]
Fjl
)
(x),
wj,ik,2(x, y) = χTj (x)ψF˜ik (y)PF˜ik([κh(EH +∇yKh,2) · n]F˜ik)(y),
where χA denotes the characteristic function of the set A.
Now the error indicators can be estimated separately: By partial integration
they can be interpreted as the residual tested with the localized functions. The
error identity and Lemma 6.6 are then used each time to bound the indicators
by the total error.
As EH is linear and Kh,1 constant with respect to x, we get with integration
by parts and suppwj,1 ⊂ Tj
0 =
∫
Ω
∫
Y
curlx(µ
−1
h (curlEH + curlyKh,1)) ·w
∗
j,1 dydx
=
∫
Ω
∫
Y
µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1) · curlw
∗
j,1 dydx.
Therefore, we obtain for the first error indicator
η2j,1
H2j
≤ C
∣∣∣∫
Tj
(
fH +
∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
·w∗j,1 dx
∣∣∣
= C |−〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (wj,1, 0, 0)〉+ (fH − f ,wj,1)L2 | .
If we choose ψ = wj,1, ψ1 = 0, ψ2 = 0 in the error identity (6.4), we get with
Lemma 6.6
| − 〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (wj,1, 0, 0)〉+ (fH − f ,wj,1)L2 |
= |B((e0, e1, e2), (wj,1, 0, 0)) + (B − Bh)((EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (wj,1, 0, 0))
+ (fH − f ,wj,1)L2 |
≤ C‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×Y )‖wj,1‖H(curl,Tj) + C‖fH − f‖L2(Tj)‖wj,1‖L2(Tj)
+ C
(∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2
‖wj,1‖H(curl,Tj)
≤ C‖fH − f‖L2(Tj)H
−1
j ηj,1 + CH
−2
j ‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×Y ) ηj,1
+ CH−2j
(∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2
ηj,1.
All in all, after multiplying by H2j η
−1
j,1 , this gives the local estimate for ηj,1.
For ηj,2 we get with the properties of wj,2 and an integration by parts
η2j,2
H2j
≤ C
∣∣∣∫
Tj
divx
(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
w∗j,2 dx
∣∣∣
= C
∣∣∣− ∫
Tj
(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
· ∇w∗j,2 dx
∣∣∣
= C |〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (∇wj,2, 0, 0)〉| ,
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where the last equality holds because of curl∇ = 0 and (f ,∇wj,2)L2 = 0. Now
we can use the error identity (6.4) with ψ = ∇wj,2, ψ1 = 0, ψ2 = 0 and obtain
with Lemma 6.6
|〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (∇wj,2, 0, 0)〉|
= | − B((e0, e1, e2), (∇wj,2, 0, 0)) + (Bh − B)((EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (∇wj,2, 0, 0))|
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×Y )‖∇wj,2‖L2(Tj) +
(∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2
‖∇wj,2‖L2(Tj)
)
≤ C
(
H−2j ‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×Y ) ηj,2 +H
−2
j
(∑
i∈I
ζ2ji
)1/2
ηj,2
)
.
Multiplication by H2j η
−1
j,2 gives the local estimate for ηj,2.
For ηjl,1 we have the estimate
η2jl,1
Hjl
≤ C
∣∣∣∫
Fjl
[∫
Y
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n dy
]
Fjl
·w∗jl,1 dσ
∣∣∣.
An integration by parts and the linearity of EH yield∫
Fjl
[∫
Y
(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n dy
]
Fjl
·w∗jl,1 dσ
=
∫
ωˆFjl
∫
Y
µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1) · curlw
∗
jl,1 dydx
= 〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (wjl,1, 0, 0)〉+
∫
ωˆFjl
(f − fH) ·w
∗
jl,1 dx
+
∫
ωˆFjl
(
fH +
∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
·w∗jl,1 dx.
The integrals over ωˆFjl can be split into two element integrals over Tj and Tl.
In the third term we recognize the known error indicator ηj,1 and in the second
term the data approximation error indicator ζj . Using first the error identity
(6.4) with ψ = wjl,1, ψ1 = 0, and ψ2 = 0 and Lemma 6.6, we obtain
η2jl,1
Hjl
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(ωˆFjl×Y )‖wjl,1‖H(curl,ωˆFjl )
+
(∑
i
ζ2ji + ζ
2
li
)1/2
‖wjl,1‖H(curl,ωˆFjl )
+H−1j ηj,1‖wjl,1‖L2(Tj) +H
−1
l ηl,1‖wjl,1‖L2(Tl)
+ ‖f − fH‖L2(Tj)‖wjl,1‖L2(Tj) + ‖f − fH‖L2(Tl)‖wjl,1‖L2(Tl)
)
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(ωˆFjl×Y )H
−1
jl ηjl,1 +H
−1
jl
(∑
i
ζ2ji + ζ
2
li
)1/2
ηjl,1
+ (H−1j ηj,1 +H
−1
l ηl,1) ηjl,1 + (H
−1
j ζj +H
−1
l ζl) ηjl,1
)
.
Due to the regularity of the triangulation the quotients Hjl/Hj and Hjl/Hl can
be bounded above and below. Thus, multiplication by Hjlη
−1
jl,1 together with
the already derived estimate for ηj,1 yields the desired estimate for ηjl,1.
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For ηjl,2 we obtain by the properties of wjl,2, an integration by parts, and
(f ,∇wjl,2)L2 = 0
η2jl,2
Hjl
≤ C
∣∣∣∫
Fjl
[∫
Y
(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n dy
]
Fjl
w∗jl,2 dσ
∣∣∣
= C
∣∣∣∫
ωˆFjl
divx
(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
w∗jl,2 dx
+
∫
ωˆFjl
∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) · ∇w
∗
jl,2 dydx
∣∣∣
= C
∣∣∣∫
ωˆFjl
divx
(∫
Y
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) dy
)
w∗jl,2 dx
− 〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (∇wjl,2, 0, 0)〉
∣∣∣.
When split into integrals over Tj and Tl, the first term can be identified with
ηj,2 and ηl,2, respectively. For the second term we can insert again the error
identity (6.4) with ψ = ∇wjl,2, ψ1 = 0 = ψ2. With Lemma 6.6 we then get
η2jl,2
Hjl
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(ωˆFjl×Y )‖∇wjl,2‖L2(ωˆFjl ) +H
−1
j ηj,2‖wjl,2‖L2(Tj)
+H−1l ηl,1 ‖wjl,2‖L2(Tl) +
(∑
i
ζ2ji + ζ
2
li
)1/2
‖∇wjl,2‖L2(ωˆFjl ))
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(ωˆFjl×Y )H
−1
jl ηjl,2 +
(
H−1j ηj,2 +H
−1
l ηl,2
)
ηjl,2
+H−1jl
(∑
i
ζ2ji + ζ
2
li
)1/2
ηjl,2
)
.
Together with the already derived estimate for ηj,2 this gives us the local esti-
mate for ηjl,2.
For ηj,ik,1 we have the estimate
η2j,ik,1
hik
≤ C
∣∣∣∫
Tj
∫
F˜ik
[(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n+ divyKh,1n]F˜ik
·w∗j,ik,1 dσdx
∣∣∣.
With an integration by parts and the linearity of Kh,1 with respect to y we
obtain∫
Tj
∫
F˜ik
[(µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1))× n+ divyKh,1n]F˜ik ·w
∗
j,ik,1 dσdx
=
∫
Tj
∫
ωˆF˜ik
µ−1h (curlEH + curlyKh,1)·curlyw
∗
j,ik,1+divyKh,1 divyw
∗
j,ik,1 dydx
= 〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (0,wj,ik,1, 0)〉.
Inserting the error identity (6.4) with ψ = 0 = ψ2, ψ1 = wj,ik,1 and using
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Lemma 6.6, we obtain
η2j,ik,1
hik
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
‖∇wj,ik,1‖L2(Tj×ωF˜ik )
+ (ζ2ji + ζ
2
jk)
1/2‖∇wj,ik,1‖L2(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
)
≤ C(h−1ik (ζ
2
ji + ζ
2
jk)
1/2 ηj,ik,1 + h
−1
ik ‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
ηj,ik,1
)
.
For ηj,ik,2 we derive with integration by parts and the linearity of Kh,2 with
respect to y
η2j,ik,2
hik
≤ C
∣∣∣∫
Tj
∫
F˜ik
[(κh(EH +∇yKh,2)) · n]F˜ik · w
∗
j,ik,2 dσdx
∣∣∣
= C
∣∣∣∫
Tj
∫
ωˆF˜ik
κh(EH +∇yKh,2) · ∇yw
∗
j,ik,2 dydx
∣∣∣
= C
∣∣−〈Resh(EH ,Kh,1,Kh,2), (0, 0, wj,ik,2)〉∣∣.
Inserting once more the error identity (6.4), this time with ψ = 0, ψ1 = 0, and
ψ2 = wj,ik,2, we obtain with Lemma 6.6
η2j,ik,2
hik
≤ C
(
‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
‖∇ywj,ik,2‖L2(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
+ (ζ2ji + ζ
2
jk)
1/2 ‖∇ywj,ik,2‖L2(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
)
≤ C
(
h−1ik ‖(e0, e1, e2)‖e(Tj×ωˆF˜ik )
ηj,ik,2 + h
−1
ik (ζ
2
ji + ζ
2
jk)
1/2 ηj,ik,2
)
.
This gives us the local estimate for ηj,ik,2. The global estimate now follows by
summing up the local estimates.
Conclusion
In this paper, we suggested a new Heterogeneous Multiscale Method (HMM)
for the time-harmonic Maxwell equations. The basis is a homogenization re-
sult for a curl-curl-problem obtained with two-scale convergence. Divergence-
regularization is applied to the corrector for the curl and thus we can get rid of
the divergence-free constraint. The HMM can bee seen as direct finite element
discretization with numerical quadrature of the two-scale homogenized equa-
tion, which is the crucial observation for the numerical analysis. The a priori
error analysis shows that the HMM converges with the same rates as finite ele-
ment methods for curl-curl-problems without oscillating coefficients (Theorems
5.2, 5.3). The a posteriori error estimators are reliable and efficient (Theorems
5.5, 5.7) and can be used for adaptive algorithms future work.
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